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Abstract: Metered dose inhalers (MDIs) are one of the most common device types for
delivering inhaled therapies. However, there are several technical challenges in develop
ment and drug delivery of these medications. In particular, suspension-based MDIs are
susceptible to suspension heterogeneity, in vitro drug–drug interactions, and patient
handling errors, which may all affect drug delivery. To overcome these challenges, new
formulation approaches are required. The AerosphereTM inhaler, formulated using cosuspension delivery technology, combines drug crystals with porous phospholipid parti
cles to create stable, homogenous suspensions that dissolve once they reach the airways.
Two combination therapies using this technology have been developed for the treatment
of COPD: glycopyrrolate/formoterol fumarate (GFF MDI; dual combination) and bude
sonide/glycopyrrolate/formoterol fumarate (BGF MDI; triple combination). Here, we
review the evidence with a focus on studies assessing dose delivery, lung deposition,
and effects on airway geometry. In vitro assessments have demonstrated that the
Aerosphere inhaler provides consistent dose delivery, even in the presence of simulated
patient handling errors. Combination therapies delivered with this technology also show
a consistent fine particle fraction (FPF) and an optimal particle size distribution for
delivery to the central and peripheral airways even when multiple drugs are delivered
via the same inhaler. Studies using gamma scintigraphy and functional respiratory
imaging have demonstrated that GFF MDI is effectively deposited in the central and
peripheral airways, and provides clinically meaningful benefits on airway volume and
resistance throughout the lung. Overall, studies suggest that the Aerosphere inhaler,
formulated using co-suspension delivery technology, may offer advantages over tradi
tional formulations, including consistent delivery of multiple components across patient
handling conditions, optimal particle size and FPF, and effective delivery to the central
and peripheral airways. Future studies may provide additional evidence to further char
acterize the clinical benefits of these technical improvements in MDI drug delivery.
Keywords: Aerosphere, BGF MDI, co-suspension delivery technology, FRI, GFF MDI,
metered dose inhaler
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Respiratory conditions including COPD and asthma are typically treated with inhaled
therapies including short- or long-acting bronchodilators and inhaled corticosteroids
(ICS).1,2 These treatments can be delivered using a variety of devices including
pressurized metered dose inhalers (pMDIs), dry powder inhalers (DPIs), soft mist
inhalers (SMIs), and nebulizers.1,3 Regardless of the inhaler type used, handling
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errors are common.4–6 Patients with COPD or asthma who
are elderly, using multiple device types, or lacking educa
tion in proper device use often display poor inhaler
technique,7,8 which is associated with reduced symptom
control and increased risk of exacerbations.4,7,9 The effi
ciency of pulmonary drug delivery from inhaler devices
may also depend on characteristics of the formulation,
including the fine particle fraction (FPF; the fraction of
the dose that is delivered from the device at a particle size
appropriate for lung delivery), the mass median aerody
namic diameter (MMAD) of the drug particles, and the
particle size distribution.10,11 Additionally, both total lung
deposition as well as regional deposition may impact the
effectiveness of drug delivery.12,13 Thus, it is important to
optimize these characteristics to ensure that patients receive
a consistent benefit from their inhaled medications.
The MDI is one of the most common inhaler types, repre
senting approximately 70% of short-acting bronchodilator
prescriptions and 27% of maintenance treatment prescriptions
for COPD based on a real-world database study of US clinical
practice from 2014 to 2017.14 Depending on patient needs,
they can be dosed with or without a valved holding chamber or
spacer, and are also available in breath-actuated devices.15
MDIs are formulated as either a solution or suspension
(more common) of drug crystals in a hydrofluoroalkane pro
pellant, which generates the energy required for drug aeroso
lization when the canister is pressed into the actuator.16,17
Suspension MDI formulations are often unstable, and the
agglomeration of drug crystals can cause creaming or sedi
mentation within the canister. This may result in variation in
the dose delivered from the inhaler.17 To avoid this, suspension
MDIs must be shaken immediately before use.
For patients with COPD who experience persistent
symptoms or exacerbations on single bronchodilator
therapy, the addition of a second bronchodilator and/or an
ICS is a recommended treatment option.1 Fixed-dose com
binations (FDCs) containing two or three therapies in
a single inhaler have been developed to simplify patients’
treatment regimens. This single inhaler approach presents
additional formulation challenges, as drug combinations
may not have equivalent performance to the individual
components, due to in vitro drug–drug interactions in the
co-formulation.18,19 These co-formulation effects can result
in inconsistent drug delivery, or disparate FPFs or particle
size distributions of the individual components.17
Various technical approaches have been developed to
overcome these challenges in MDI formulation and
thereby improve drug delivery, including the innovative
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AerosphereTM inhaler, an MDI formulated using cosuspension delivery technology.18 Here, we present
a narrative review of the current literature characterizing
this technology, with a focus on studies assessing dose
delivery, lung deposition, and airway response.

What is Co-Suspension Delivery
Technology?
Co-suspension delivery technology is an MDI formula
tion approach whereby drug crystals are co-suspended
with
porous
phospholipid
particles.18,20
As
phospholipids are an endogenous component of lung
surfactant, they are biocompatible and well tolerated by
the airways when used for inhaled drug delivery.21 The
porous particles have a foam nanostructure that assists
with aerosolization, and an amphiphilic corrugated sur
face that allows strong, non-specific associations
between the drug crystals and particles that persist
even after the device is actuated.20 In addition, there
is no requirement for co-solvents and surfactants, as
the strong, non-specific association between the porous
phospholipid particles and the drug crystals sponta
neously forms a slowly-creaming, stable suspension in
the hydrofluoroalkane propellant.18 These characteris
tics reduce co-formulation effects and result in consis
tent delivery of multiple drugs from the same device,
with improved stability and homogeneity versus drug
crystal-only suspensions. The porous particles dissolve
when they reach the airways, releasing the drug into
the mucosal surface, as they are composed of the
phospholipid
distearoylphosphatidylcholine
and
calcium chloride, both naturally occurring compounds
in the lungs.18
The co-suspension delivery technology used in the
Aerosphere inhaler has been designed for use across
different drugs and drug combinations (monotherapies,
dual therapies, and triple therapies), at a range of doses
for inhaled therapy (Figure 1). Dual and triple fixed-dose
combinations formulated using this technology have been
shown to deliver similar FPFs, MMADs, and particle size
distributions of all components within the combination
inhalers.20 The potential clinical benefits of these technical
advancements in MDI formulation are summarized in
Table 1.
Thus far, two FDC therapies have been developed using
co-suspension delivery technology: a dual combination longacting muscarinic antagonist (LAMA)/long-acting β2-
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Figure 1 Overview of co-suspension delivery technology, as used in the Aerosphere inhaler. Reproduced with permission from Rabe KF, GFF MDI for the improvement of lung
function in COPD – A look at the PINNACLE-1 and PINNACLE-2 data and beyond, Expert Review of Clinical Pharmacology, 2017; Rights managed by Taylor & Francis Ltd.57
Abbreviations: BGF, budesonide/glycopyrrolate/formoterol fumarate; CaCl2, calcium chloride; FDC, fixed-dose combination; GFF, glycopyrrolate/formoterol fumarate;
GP, glycopyrrolate; ICS, inhaled corticosteroid; LABA, long-acting β2-agonist; LAMA, long-acting muscarinic antagonist; MDI, metered dose inhaler.

agonist (LABA), glycopyrrolate/formoterol fumarate (GFF)
MDI (BEVESPI AEROSPHERE®), and a triple combination
ICS/LAMA/LABA, budesonide/glycopyrrolate/formoterol
fumarate (BGF) MDI (BREZTRI AEROSPHERE®;
TRIXEO AEROSPHERE™). Both drugs have been
approved in the US,22,23 Europe,24,25 Japan26,27 and
China28,29 for the treatment of COPD. Additional monoand dual therapies using this technology have been devel
oped for use as blinded comparators in clinical trials, includ
ing glycopyrrolate (GP) MDI, formoterol fumarate (FF)
MDI, and budesonide/formoterol fumarate (BFF) MDI.
Phase III pivotal and extension studies of GFF MDI and

BGF MDI have demonstrated their clinical efficacy and
tolerability in patients with moderate-to-very severe COPD,
with benefits on lung function, symptoms, and exacerbations
versus their corresponding monotherapies and dual therapies,
respectively.30–34

Attributes of Co-Suspension
Delivery Technology
Dose Consistency
The consistency and reliability of GFF MDI and BGF MDI
using co-suspension delivery technology have been investi
gated in vitro in various simulated patient-use

Table 1 Features of the Aerosphere Inhaler Formulated Using Co-Suspension Delivery Technology
Technical Attribute

Potential Benefits in Practice

Comparable fine particle fraction, MMAD, and particle size

Components in combination inhalers are delivered to all regions of the lung

distribution of all components in the inhaler20

in a consistent ratio.40,46

Comparable aerosol performance and lung deposition across

Patients receive a consistent dose of medication even with daily variation in

inspiratory flow rates35,40,44

their inspiratory flow rates.
Patients with a suboptimal inspiratory flow rate for MDI use will still receive
an adequate dose of medication.

Tolerant of device handling errors:35,36
- Shaking technique

Patients receive a sufficient dose of medication despite suboptimal inhalation
technique or occasional errors in device use.

- Delay before actuation
Optimal particle size enables delivery to the large and small

Treatment benefits are observed throughout the lung.56

airways12,20,46
Abbreviations: MDI, metered dose inhaler; MMAD, mass median aerodynamic diameter.
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situations.35,36 In a study by Doty et al,35 the MMAD, FPF,
and particle size distribution of GP and FF were shown to
be consistent, whether formulated and delivered as mono
components, or in the dual GFF MDI combination.35 The
MMAD for both components ranged from 3.0 to 3.2,35
within the optimal particle size range for effective drug
delivery to both the central and peripheral airways.12 The
FPFs for GP and FF, when delivered via GFF MDI, were
high and comparable between components (59% and 57%,
respectively), displaying a similar or greater FPF and degree
of consistency versus some other dual combination
therapies.18,35,37–39 The aerodynamic particle size distribu
tion of BGF MDI in comparison to GFF MDI and BFF
MDI has also been assessed.36 All three treatments dis
played a similar fine particle mass (<6.4 μm), indicating
that the addition of a third active component did not alter
dosing from the MDI.
Use of an incorrect flow rate when inhaling is
a common error associated with the use of MDIs, which
should ideally be administered with a slow, deep
inhalation.4,5 The FPFs (defined as % of particles <5 µm)
of both components in GFF MDI were 61% to 69% across
simulated flow rates from 30 L/min (slow inhalation) to
90 L/min (rapid inhalation).35 Similar assessments of FPF
according to flow rate have also been performed with BGF
MDI.40 The FPFs of the three components in BGF MDI
were 47% to 51% at a flow rate of 30 L/min and 58% to
61% at 60 L/min. This consistency in FPF for the compo
nents of GFF MDI and BGF MDI may be beneficial for
patients who experience daily variation in their peak
inspiratory flow rates and volumes, although this has not
been formally assessed.
Suspension MDI formulations must be shaken prior
to administration, and this is a common source of error
in MDI use.4 A delay between shaking and actuation
with traditional drug crystal MDIs can lead to variability
in the delivered dose due to creaming or settling of the
suspension.41 Insufficient shaking of traditional MDIs
can reduce systemic availability by almost one half.42
To assess the impact of the Aerosphere inhaler and cosuspension delivery technology on dose consistency, the
delivered doses from GFF MDI and BGF MDI were
compared with different shaking techniques and
delays.35,36 Regardless of whether a single inversion,
a standard shake, or a gentle shake was used, both
GFF MDI and BGF MDI delivered doses within the
target range, suggesting that co-suspension delivery
technology MDIs have similar performance to solution
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Figure 2 Effect of delay from shaking to actuation on dose consistency of: (A) GFF
MDI and (B) BGF MDI compared to drug crystal-only MDIs. Panel A adapted from
Doty et al (CC BY).35 Panel B adapted from Sheth et al.36 Error bars represent ±1
SD. Reference lines presented at 85%, 90%, 100%, 110% and 115%. For each, N=10
delivered doses were collected per product and delay time.
Abbreviations: BGF, budesonide/glycopyrrolate/formoterol fumarate; GFF,
glycopyrrolate/formoterol fumarate; MDI, metered dose inhaler; SD, standard deviation.

MDIs in delivering a reliable dose across a range of
shake energies. In addition, GFF MDI and BGF MDI
delivered consistent doses (within 15%) regardless of
delays up to 60 seconds between shaking and actuation
(Figure 2A and B), showing that co-suspension delivery
technology MDIs are minimally affected by delays
between shaking and use. Overall, these findings pro
vide evidence of reliable drug delivery from MDIs for
mulated using co-suspension delivery technology, with
dose consistency observed across the lifetime of the
inhaler and in several simulated patient handling
conditions.
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Lung Deposition Studies
The lung deposition of inhaled therapies can be assessed
via several imaging techniques, including in vivo methods
(eg gamma scintigraphy43) as well as newer in silico
modeling techniques (using a computer simulation, eg
functional respiratory imaging [FRI]11). The first assess
ments of the lung deposition of MDIs formulated using cosuspension delivery technology were performed in silico
using FRI (further details regarding the method can be
found in Supplementary file 1).44 FRI is a postprocessing technology that applies computational fluid
dynamics to high-resolution computed tomography (CT)
scans of the lungs.45 It can be used to assess both drug
deposition and airway geometry (further described in the
section below), and was used to develop computational
flow simulations based on CT scans obtained from patients
with mild-to-very severe COPD. The total lung deposition
of mono (GP MDI and FF MDI), dual (GFF MDI) and
triple (BGF MDI) combinations delivered using a single
Aerosphere inhaler device remained consistent regardless
of the number of components in the formulation.
A similar in silico study was performed to compare the
lung deposition of BGF MDI with fluticasone furoate/ume
clidinium/vilanterol (FLU/UMEC/VI), a DPI formulation.40
Lung deposition of the three components in BGF MDI
ranged from 40% to 48% at simulated mean inhalation
flow rates of 30 L/min and 60 L/min, while FLU/UMEC/
VI showed 14% to 27% deposition (at simulated mean
inhalation flow rates of 29 L/min and 69 L/min). In this
comparison, BGF MDI showed a higher total lung deposi
tion fraction and lower variability across drug components
than the DPI formulation. The simulation also estimated
central/peripheral (C/P) ratios of 1.1 to 1.7 for BGF MDI
across flow rates, which would suggest delivery in both the
proximal and distal airways in vivo.46
The in vivo lung deposition of GFF MDI and BGF MDI
has been assessed in healthy adults using gamma
scintigraphy.46,47 This technique uses radiolabeling to quan
tify regional drug deposition in the lung, and can also assess
the amount of drug deposited in the extrathoracic region.48–50
Following administration of a single dose with a standard
10-second breath-hold, the percentage of the emitted dose
deposited in the lungs was 38.4% with GFF MDI and 37.7%
with BGF MDI.46,47 This fraction is similar to, or higher
than, that observed in previous gamma scintigraphy studies
of other suspension MDIs in healthy subjects and patients
with COPD or asthma.46,51–54 For both drugs, a very low
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fraction of the dose (<0.3%) was exhaled and the remainder
(61% to 62%) was deposited in the oropharyngeal or stomach
regions.46,47 Regional deposition results indicated that GFF
MDI and BGF MDI were delivered to both the central and
peripheral lung regions. The normalized outer/inner (nO/I,
also known as the penetration index [PI]) and standardized
C/P (sC/P) deposition ratios were 0.57 and 1.85, respectively,
for GFF MDI, and 0.65 and 1.79, respectively, for BGF MDI.
These ratios indicated a comparable or slightly larger propor
tion of drug deposited in the distal airways compared to
previous lung deposition studies of suspension MDIs in
COPD and asthma.51,52,55
The gamma scintigraphy study of BGF MDI also
assessed the effect of breath-hold duration on lung deposi
tion. Notably, the lung deposition of BGF MDI was 34.9%
with a 3-second breath-hold and 40.3% with a 10-second
breath-hold (difference of 5.5%), and peripheral deposition
(as measured by nO/I and sC/P ratios) was not adversely
affected by the shorter breath-hold.47 Overall, these data
indicate that combination therapies delivered via a single
Aerosphere inhaler using co-suspension delivery technol
ogy show improved lung deposition versus traditional
MDI formulations, with drug delivery throughout the
whole lung, even with a breath-hold of only 3 seconds.

Functional Respiratory Imaging Studies of
Airway Geometry
In addition to lung deposition modeling (described above),
FRI can also be used to characterize airway geometry with
regional specificity.45 Previous studies using FRI have
assessed the effects of respiratory medications on imagebased parameters including airway volume and
resistance.56–60 These outcomes are highly correlated
with traditional lung function assessments,56 but have
increased sensitivity to detect treatment effects in small
numbers of patients.61
Two FRI studies of MDIs formulated using co-suspension
delivery technology have been conducted in patients with
moderate-to-severe COPD.56,61 The first of these studies com
pared GFF MDI with placebo MDI,56 whereas the second
evaluated the monocomponents of GFF MDI: GP MDI and
FF MDI.61 Both studies used a crossover design with two 14day treatment periods, separated by a washout period of 5 to 21
days. The co-primary FRI endpoints in both studies were the
specific (ie adjusted for lobar volume) image-based airway
volume and resistance (siVaw and siRaw) after 14 days of
treatment. Traditional lung function endpoints (including
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Figure 3 Results from two FRI studies using co-suspension delivery technology MDIs54,59: (A) FRI endpoints and (B) spirometry endpoints.
Notes: N=19 in all analyses except IC for FF MDI (N=18). Horizontal bars between treatments are labelled with LSM ratio (95% CI) in (A), and LSM difference (95% CI) in
(B). Error bars represent 95% CI. **p<0.01, ***p<0.001, †p<0.0001.
Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; FEV1, forced expiratory volume in 1 s; FF, formoterol fumarate; FRI, functional respiratory imaging; GFF, glycopyrrolate/formoterol
fumarate; GP, glycopyrrolate; IC, inspiratory capacity; LSM, least squares mean; MDI, metered dose inhaler; siRaw, specific image-based airway resistance; siVaw, specific
image-based airway volume.

forced expiratory volume in 1 s [FEV1] and inspiratory capa
city [IC]) were also assessed using spirometry. Efficacy assess
ments were conducted between 60 and 150 minutes postdosing.
The results for key endpoints from these studies are
shown in Figure 3. In the GFF MDI study, there were
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large improvements in siVaw (75% increase) and siRaw
(71% decrease) versus placebo MDI at Day 15 with the
effects observed across all lobes of the lung (Figure 3A,
4A and B).56 These changes were accompanied by clini
cally meaningful improvements in spirometry and body
plethysmography endpoints, with differences for GFF
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MDI versus placebo of 443 mL and 454 mL for FEV1 and
IC (Figure 3B), and 13% and 22% reductions versus
placebo for functional residual capacity and residual
volume. At the patient level, improvements in FRI para
meters were strongly correlated with the change from
baseline in FEV1, supporting the validity of this imagebased technique to assess bronchodilator medications in
respiratory disease, with the added benefit of providing
information regarding the regional distribution of the
observed effects.
In the monocomponents study, both GP MDI and FF
MDI significantly improved siVaw and siRaw compared to
baseline, with most patients showing improvement after
14 days with both treatments.61 Overall, larger improve
ments in FRI endpoints and FEV1 were seen with FF MDI
compared to GP MDI (Figure 3A and B), potentially
reflecting the timing of the post-dose assessments and the
faster onset of action of formoterol. However, there were
some individual patients who experienced greater
improvements in airway volume and resistance with GP
MDI compared with FF MDI, and the average improve
ment in IC was slightly larger for GP MDI compared with
FF MDI (Figure 3B). The FRI endpoints were more sen
sitive relative to traditional lung function endpoints in
detecting treatment differences in a small number of
patients, as statistically significant differences between
GP MDI and FF MDI were observed with FRI but not
with spirometry and body plethysmography. Image-based
airway volume (iVaw; not adjusted for lobar volume) was
also assessed at each airway generation. These analyses
showed that both GP MDI and FF MDI acted across air
way generations, with an interaction between treatment
and generation such that the magnitude of difference
between GP MDI and FF MDI varied across generations
in absolute terms, although the general relative pattern
across airway generations was similar between treatments.
These two studies did not include a common compara
tor and therefore the findings cannot be directly compared.
However, when taken together, the results of both studies
suggest that GFF MDI provides larger improvements in
both FRI and spirometry outcomes compared with its
monocomponents GP MDI and FF MDI (Figure 4).
Geometric least squares means for siVaw at Day 15 were
1.79 for GFF MDI versus 1.02 for placebo, and 1.27 for
GP MDI versus 1.35 for FF MDI. For siRaw at Day 15,
the geometric least squares means were 0.09 for GFF MDI
versus 0.30 for placebo MDI, and 0.13 for GP MDI versus
0.10 for FF MDI. Both studies were conducted in Belgium
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and the patient populations were generally similar between
the two studies, although the monocomponents study
enrolled more patients with severe COPD (30% vs 15%).
Overall, the findings of these FRI studies generally
demonstrated the clinically meaningful benefits of GFF
MDI on airway volume and resistance in comparison
with placebo, and suggest greater benefits with dual
bronchodilator therapy compared with LAMA or LABA
monotherapy.

Discussion and Conclusions
The co-suspension delivery technology used in the Aerosphere
inhaler has overcome many of the traditional challenges in
MDI formulation and allowed for the development of combi
nation therapies for COPD with improved stability and homo
geneity
compared
with
traditional
suspension
18,20
formulations.
This formulation technology uses innova
tive, aerodynamic porous particles composed of phospholi
pids, an endogenous component of lung surfactant, to allow
dispersion and deposition of drug crystals on the airway
surface. Furthermore, this technology delivers a consistent
dose with an optimal particle size distribution for whole lung
distribution, regardless of whether one, two, or three drugs are
delivered from the inhaler,12,18,20,35,36 and display a similar or
higher FPF compared to other combination therapies.18,35,37–39
Currently, two FDCs, each delivered using a single
Aerosphere inhaler, have been developed (GFF MDI and
BGF MDI). These therapies combine two bronchodilators
with complementary modes of action (ie a LAMA and
a LABA) in a single inhaler, with BGF MDI also containing
an ICS component, providing patients with the option to step
up from a LAMA/LABA to an ICS/LAMA/LABA using the
same device.
In prescribing an inhaler device, it is important for
clinicians to consider patient preference, ability, and disease
characteristics.1,62 Many patients with COPD are familiar
with the use of an MDI as most short-acting rescue medica
tions are provided in this device type. The availability of
MDI formulations for dual and triple combination therapies
allows patients to maintain the same device type across their
rescue and maintenance medications. Studies have shown
that for patients with COPD or asthma using multiple
inhalers, use of the same or similar device type can improve
clinical outcomes.63,64 Some patients may have difficulty
with the hand-breath coordination required to use an MDI
correctly; however, MDIs can be used with a spacer device,
which can improve drug delivery in these patients.65 The
use of an MDI is also recommended for those who have
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Figure 4 Changes in specific image-based: (A) airway volume and (B) airway resistance at Day 15, after treatment with GFF MDI or placebo MDI. Adapted from
International Journal of COPD 2018:13 2673-2684 – Originally published by and used with permission from Dove Medical Press Limited.56 Images from one representative
patient.
Abbreviations: GFF, glycopyrrolate/formoterol fumarate; MDI, metered dose inhaler.

insufficient inspiratory flow to use DPIs,66 which is
observed in some elderly patients.67 Suspension MDIs
require shaking before actuation and a slow, deep inhalation
during drug delivery, and it is common for patients to per
form these steps incorrectly.4 Therefore, it is notable that
the
Aerosphere
inhaler,
formulated
using
co-suspension delivery technology, displays consistent
dose delivery across a variety of inspiratory flow rates and
shaking techniques,35,36,40,44 potentially mitigating the
impact of these common MDI handling errors. This con
sistency also helps ensure that patients receive a full dose
throughout the lifetime of their inhaler, as the compounding
effects of variable dose delivery could result in patients
running out of drug before the end of the labeled period.
Co-suspension delivery technology MDIs provide effi
cient drug delivery throughout the proximal and distal
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airways, with consistent deposition of all drug components
in the inhaler.40,44,46,47 Compared to traditional MDI for
mulations, GFF MDI and BGF MDI display similar or
higher total lung deposition, as well as C/P airway deposi
tion, as shown by gamma scintigraphy data in healthy
adults.46,47 In silico evidence from a lung deposition simu
lation using FRI found that all three components of BGF
MDI were deposited in the lung at similarly high rates,
while a triple therapy comparator delivered via a DPI
(FLU/UMEC/VI) showed lower deposition overall, parti
cularly of the ICS component.40 Although this remains to
be formally demonstrated, the more uniform deposition of
co-suspension delivery technology MDIs compared to
other inhaler formulations may translate into clinical ben
efits for patients, as inhaled therapies must reach the inner
and outer regions of the lung, as well as both the central
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and
peripheral
airways
to
provide
effective
bronchodilation.48 Furthermore, co-suspension delivery
technology supports co-localization of combination inhaler
components, as the drugs are suspended with porous phos
pholipid particles.18,20 This may potentially enhance the
complementary action of different drug classes, which is
supported by data showing synergism between ICS and
LABA in patients with COPD.68 The lung deposition of
BGF MDI was also shown to be minimally affected by
breath-hold duration.47 When administering an MDI,
patients are advised to hold their breath for at least 5 to
10 seconds.69 However, studies of patient handling errors
have found that approximately half of MDI users failed to
demonstrate an appropriate breath-hold following
inhalation.4,5 In addition, patients with COPD, especially
those with severe disease, may be unable to maintain
a breath-hold for this length of time. Therefore, the con
sistent lung deposition of BGF MDI may benefit patients
who have suboptimal breath-hold times, either due to
inhaler technique or disease characteristics. An in vivo
gamma scintigraphy study of BGF MDI in COPD and
a similar study using FRI have recently been
completed.70,71 Given that spacers are an important part
of inhaler management,72 it would also be interesting to
consider future FRI studies assessing the deposition of
BGF MDI with and without a spacer.
An FRI study of GFF MDI has also shown clinically
meaningful improvements in airway volume and resistance
throughout all lobes of the lung after 2 weeks’ treatment in
patients with COPD.56 As expected, these improvements
in airway volume and resistance in the central and periph
eral lung were associated with a clinically meaningful
increase in airflow (FEV1 443 mL vs placebo) and reduced
lung hyperinflation (IC 454 mL vs placebo).56 An FRI
study of the monocomponents of GFF MDI (GP MDI
and FF MDI) found that some patients with COPD
respond better to either the LAMA component or the
LABA component.61 This finding suggests that the risk
of an inadequate response may be lower when initiating
treatment with a dual bronchodilator than with
monotherapy.
The versatility of the co-suspension delivery technol
ogy used in the Aerosphere inhaler allows for the devel
opment of additional combination treatments for COPD
and other respiratory conditions. An FDC of budesonide/
albuterol formulated using co-suspension delivery technol
ogy is currently in Phase III clinical development for
asthma.73,74
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In conclusion, patient treatment needs vary based
on their preferences, abilities, and disease characteris
tics, and thus the availability of inhaled therapies in
MDI formulations remains an important option for
personalization of COPD therapy. Studies thus far sug
gest that the Aerosphere inhaler, formulated using cosuspension delivery technology, may offer advantages
over traditional MDIs, including consistent delivery of
multiple components across patient handling condi
tions, optimal particle size and FPF, and effective
delivery to the central and peripheral airways. Future
studies may provide additional evidence regarding the
clinical benefits of these technical improvements in
MDI drug delivery.
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